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V tom, co by mohlo vytvořit precedens pro obchodní knihu JAG,
entita, která měla za úkol prosadit spravedlnost proti nekajícným
Deep Staters, současně oběsila k smrti pět lékařů odsouzených za
nátlak na pacienty, aby se nechali očkovat, a na černou listinu těch,
kteří odmítli. Synchronní popravy se konaly v Camp Blaz 5. září na
pěti šibenicích vztyčených k urychlení odsouzení za nesčetné Deep
Staters shledané vinnými ze zrady a zločinů proti lidskosti.

Jak bylo uvedeno dříve, vojenský tribunál 27. srpna odsoudil 10
praktikujících lékařů k smrti na základě toho, co někteří komentátoři
na této webové stránce nazývali chabými důkazy. Real Raw News
se zeptal zdroje JAG, zda si admirál Johnathon Stephens, který vedl
obžalobu, myslí, že doporučení komise k odsouzení odpovídá
zločinům, na což odpověděl: "Podle mého nejlepšího vědomí adm.
Stephens rozsudek nezpochybnil ani o něm nediskutoval." . V tomto
případě je přesvědčivým faktorem to, že [lékaři] společně
provozovali síť, která odmítala péči, a tlačili na pacienty, aby se
nechali vykašlat – někteří těžce onemocněli nebo zemřeli. Admirál
Stephens splnil svou povinnost u soudu. Svou povinnost na
popravišti splnil."

Druhá odpovědnost zahrnovala naslouchání tlumeným výkřikům pěti
lékařů s roubíkem a zavázanýma očima, když stáli na svých
příslušných plošinách a prosili o milost. Jejich prosby však zůstaly
bez odezvy, protože promarnili dřívější příležitosti předložit
prohlášení kajícnosti nebo odčinit svou nemorální, nezákonnou a
hříšnou krutost. Jako všichni přívrženci Deep State vychvalovali
univerzální mantru: „Neudělal jsem nic špatného. Dělal jsem svou
práci. Plnil jsem rozkazy."

Gravitace jejich svízelné situace je zasáhla silou kladiva do hlavy,
jakmile stáli na jednom místě a se zbraní v ruce byli pochodováni ke
schůdkům, které stoupaly k aparátům jejich zániku – smyčkám
čekajícím na jejich krk.

Když měli zavázané oči, křičeli a plakali.
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Když jim dali roubík a svázali lano, nafoukly se jim červené tváře;
tlumené výkřiky volaly o shovívavost, o soucit.

Pokud měl admirál Stephens v srdci laskavost, nebyla na odiv.

Přikázal oběšencům, aby stiskli tlačítka, která spustila otočné dveře
pod nohama vězňů, a během několika minut skončil jejich život, ať
už oprávněný, nebo ne.

Na závěr jsme se našeho zdroje zeptali na osud dalších pěti.

"Jejich čas brzy vyprší," řekl.

V době psaní tohoto článku mohou být mrtví.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.
Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a
prosperovaly. 

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které
kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin
prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.
Příspěvky pomáhají udržovat web aktivní a pomáhají podporovat
autora (a jeho účty za lékařskou péči)

Pokud se odkaz nezobrazuje na zařízeních Apple, je to:
https://www.givesendgo.com/realrawnews2

 

I hope this is true- I hope all their earthly wealth was confiscated.
Now, this needs to happen @ a rate of a thousand a day for months-
CT,NY,MA,NJ are full of M.D.s, nurses who to this day push the clot
shot.
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OK, this is my Sixth rereading of this report, and I found MB to be
simply Shizzling:

When blindfolded, they bawled and wept — MB

I vet they phucking bawled right thru white j00!$h fangs! I bet their
kids, if they any, still are waiting for mommie and daddy to return
home soon! NOT! They are screaming 4 — EVER!

Yes ; there was kindness in The Admirals Heart ! Kindness that did
not show during ceremony of taking out the trash . No true humans
were known to be on the gallows platform other than the ones tasked
with activating each trap door button. The licensed ” Doctors ” were
dealt with in the only appropriate & Justified manner possible. If the
feeble non-testosterone fortified had any objections to the procedure
that was accorded the Dr.’s …. could we Now Hear ; their Equally
Damning Critique of Condemning Innocent people to horrors ?
Denial of medical care & treatment is Inexcusable for any person
charged with responsibility of taking care of another’s life ! Doctors
have No Choice to deny anyone best available care under any
circumstances ! Medical is administered to both prisoners and
wounded warriors on the battlefield …… irregardless of whether they
are ours or theirs ! It is high time any testosterone free-range
Chicken , had some compassion for the Innocent …. and much less
concern about the Guilty ; both on the gallows And Staring back ,
from The Mirror …… Nick , NavyBlueSmoke , LST-1195 //. credited
with saving New ship ⚓🚢 in Biblical Class Storm in early January
1974 in The China Slot aka The Graveyard , Seal Team , Marines ,
20 Officers , 200+ crew , CIA’s Top Asset Aboard , all safely
delivered to Hong Kong harbor , Praise God Whom Gave me
temporary strength of Samson and Hercules to accomplish the task
necessary to save my ship.

We have the very finest Admirals and Generals on Planet Earth now
running our country, thank God, as Joe and all the dems are
complete mental and basket cases.
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A warning to all who think they are “above the Law.” Soon or later
the Great Law Of Compensation exacts it due. No one is above the
Great Law!

What about all the J6 locked ups where is the justice for them going
on 3 years now ? Seems the halls of justice has slipped by them.
The justice turned a blind eye to Antifa and BLM that burnt looted
killed and still walking around free as a bird where is this justice you
talk about?

It’s all a matter of time. Tho better for the guilty to have justice in this
world than the next.

They walked up the 13 Steps and the Ghaack Noose was put around
their neck and then the trapdoor was released.

10 Doctors… That’s Great, let me know when you get to 10,000. If
you do one per day it will take 27.4 YEARS.

Finally, this will never happen again. Send all the deep state back to
the underworld where they came from, since they are demons
embodied as humans, just as (2 Corinthians 11:14-15) tells us who
they really are.

they murdered by orders what the fuck would you call it dont anyone
forget what baphomet has in his fucking \lap 2 snakes wrapped
around a staff same as those deep state pieces of shit had on their
lepels they want us fucking dead and ypu want to show their sorry
asses mercey after killing inocent kids with vaccines they know are
bad get real! fucking awakened liberals are showing their true colors

You are so right, Richard Sanborn! I always wondered why the snake
symbol on the shield and on the cross, the person is totally spread
out. It made me think like they were at their mercy. The symbols
never made sense to me but now that I’m awake, it makes total
sense. 👹
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BTW, thank you very much, Richard, for your courageous service. I
also have a new found sense of admiration for our very brave
brothers and sisters. May our Lord and savior, Jesus Christ bless
you (and all our service men & women) and keep you in the palm of
his hands. 🙏

How about you go after the people running the main stream media.
STOP THE PROPAGANADA MACHINE,by the 5 globalist running
the CIA and Main stream media Operation MOCKING BIRD, The
media needs to be held accountably,

The punishment fits the crimes and if they had it the deep state way
we all would be dead so you damn skippy it’s right as rain.

♥  If you have doubt about what that vaccine has done go to your
local cemeteries. My ex works in the industry, he’s saying there are
so many people of all ages (lots of young) who are dying. These
doctors have a obligation to know. Many of them were paid.😢

It would be very effective if these proceedings were carried out
publicly & shown in the news media. That would help deter other
doctors from complying with Deep State Back hat vaccination death
jabs. Explain to me again why that can’t be carried out. Oh yeah,
were still trusting the plan….

because it was asked in congress when justice kavenauh was being
sworn it he said absolutely during war time and weve been in war
time for about what for fucking ever?

youre a fuck stain if you are being serious man!? dont you think
these generals and admirals would clear the air if it wasnt real? wow!
some of you people are amazing besides that you better hope and
pray its all very fucking real or a smart guillotine awaits your head!!
30,000 of them in fema detention camps

its their job to know theirs no excuse period the executions will be
televised Q said 24/7 365 days a year
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In our small community there were letters to the editor from docs
pleading with people to get their vaccinations. The med community
called our home and said we identified your home as a home without
vaccinations. Can we set up appointments to see that your family
gets their shots? Gag on a maggot. I almost yelled at them. No.then
no today and no in the further.

Then they most likely put you on their blacklist, The absolute nerve
 calling your home to coerce you into taking these jabs.

These doctors displayed no mercy for those that came to them for
help and instead presented manipulations to harm them knowingly
with a course of action that they themselves refused to follow
(vaccination) and further caused them harm by denying them
medical care and instituted a system that would continue to harm
them by preventing them from finding help anywhere else despite
their trust in these doctors and I would humbly, respectfully suggest
that their punishment did indeed fit their crime.

I agree. They had the opportunity to do what was right, and instead
they chose to sell their souls for money. They betrayed their patients
and their oath. It’s hard to find honor and truth in the medical field.
It’s so sad, and part of why I left.

Don’t they have to follow their Hippocratic oath? Unrepentant
hypocrites who caused pain and suffering to their patients in the
name of medical care should die. Hanging is a generous sentence.

Yes. They broke their oath. Patient care and safety are supposed to
come first.

It’s just an opinion . The Drs think it’s okay and you don’t think it is . I
imagine they did some research . It’s not against the law , plenty
places still administering it .

Interesting stuff:
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-The developed world is heading toward Third World status because
the central banks are owned by Satanists.

 -Multinationals rape the environment and reap the rewards from
Australia’s natural resources.

 -The media in the Free World is “heavily controlled” and in bed with
the government.

 -Fluoride in Australia’s water supply.
 -Educational standards dumbed down.

 -Multiculturalism foisted on the First World (with exception of Japan.)
 -Illuminati Satanists behind 9-11.

 -Mossad came up with weapons of mass destruction rationale for
Iraq Invasion. Illuminati uses Israel to run US foreign policy.

https ://www
.henrymakow.com/australian_satanist_exposes_wo.html

The reality is, none of really have any idea what’s really going on.

This is the misinformation age.

Pray, prepare, and expect anything.

Because none of us really know what’s going on.

In all prior commie controlled countries, the media was completely
under control of the “government”, and they endlessly spewed forth
the official propaganda.

Whether the population really believed it or not, we don’t know. After
all, dissenters were “disappeared”.

We have all the indications of a commie occupation here in the US.
The only difference is there are millions of people who will forcefully
resist obvious takeover.

The presumable tactic then is subversive measures, including
tricking millions of people to taking a deadly jab to protect
themselves from a non existent virus.
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And inviting millions of “illegals” in from the south. Which
conveniently aren’t mexicans. How do africans get to mexico?
Hmmm?

Pray, prepare, and expect anything.

Because none of us really know what’s going on.

But it sure as hell doesn’t look good.

Can’t wait until they hang some or all of the Obama appointed,
corrupted judges!

Patriots will then dance in the streets!!

They can’t. The Deep State Dark Lord has placed a powerful voodoo
protection spell on his judges.

I have to wonder what all those patients faced in terror being forced
by these doctors to be killed off by vax? Now the Drs get to
experience what they prescribed. NOBODY “likes it”. But
EVERYONE has a free will choice.

In closing, we asked our source the fate of the other five.

“Their time’s up #soon,” he said.

That does not mean execution,They can and ought to change their
mind.Or the Hangman will finish them.Other nations do not offer that
mercy.Believe that,guilty its over.

A letter from Commander Thor
 Hello Mary, hope you and the patriots are doing well. I just want to

thank you for everything that you are accomplishing in this
awakening, you are much deserving of all that is good. The war with
Reptos, Dracos, Chimeras, Serpents, and Reptoid Hybrids is going
well. All demons combined on all levels 2 thru 5 as of today is
approximately 700 Reptilian, 2000 Dracos, 275 Chimera, 1300
Serpents and 77 Reptoid Hybrids, who abduct children and women
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and men to bring down as food, and breeding, all liquefied, 572
children, 42 women and 7 men rescued, many dead all alive will be
taken off planet for mind wiped, healing and will live happy lives on
our motherships or Eden, (Earth2.0) the dead will have a proper
burial on Eden. The offshoot tunnels are where the evil is hiding. The
more tunnels discovered, the more of my family are brought in.
Myself and several 100 of my families are currently under level 10
doing reconnaissance. Levels 7, 8, and 9 are boobytrapped, as we
have detectors for the traps. So we know they aren’t on those levels
currently. Your prayers and blessings continue to work as we have
had on injuries or deaths. Thank you. Please continue your beautiful
prayers and blessing for the children, white hats, alliance and all my
light being families much appreciated for all WW. When this war is
over, we will continue to stay and protect humans and assist in your
ascension. Mary your a light worker who chose to be here at this
time and your soul knew what the mission was. I know it’s hard to
report what is taking place on and below this planet. But know that
you will be richly rewarded at mission end. For now please accept
our praise, love, and appreciation for your time, effort, and loyalty to
the patriots. Stay brave, stay strong, strong and the course until
mission end. Peace and much love to you Mary and all patriots and
may God bless and protect you and and all patriots WW.❤VT PS
DEWs are camouflaged, after they are fired, my family will destroy
them. Patriots my light being families are currently cleaning all food
products. You will not be vaxed thru food or the air, as the Pleiadiens
are cleaning all chemtrails. And the air and ground are being
purified. Patriots please stay safe and stay away from large crowds.
You are a part of our Galactic family and we need all of you, and
don’t comply. Peace and much love to you and may God bless and
protect all of you❤VT.

Please watch the movie Tomorrows war.

We are in it now and have been since 2017 or 2016.

I pray everyday that this war is over soon.
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A lot of Aircraft activity where I live in UK today again.

But wait a minute. Doesn’t the ‘Alliance’ represent the ‘Light Side’ of
the satanic ‘System?’ They just use seemingly nicer means than the
brutal ‘Dark Side.’

I think it is possible that some doctors the White Hats do not choose
to prosecute are being told to GET OUT of medicine OR ELSE. The
doctor who urged my wife to get The Jab is, according to my wife,
looking to leave Practice by the end of the year. It could be the end
of the calendar year is a dictated end point for these physicians.

From what I have observed in the past, many Doctors who leave
practice go to work at pharmaceutical companies as detail men
(salesmen) who call on other Doctors to talk to them about new
meds that have come out. They generally come “bearing gifts.”

If the doc received the jab, then he/she was bamboozled and would
not face penalties. However, if the doc blacklisted patients who didn’t
get it and forced it upon others while not getting it themselves, then
HAVE FUN AT YOUR TRIBUNAL AND HAVE A NICE HANGING!

From CHP Party up here in Canada..
 “When Canada was founded in 1867, rights and freedoms were part

of a heritage that had been passed from generation to generation, a
Christian heritage. Our founders recognized the difference between
freedom and tyranny and they chose freedom. The freedom to do
what’s right.”

 “Our Prime Minister seeks greater state control of children, by calling
parents “cruel” toward their children. He has enacted laws, such as
C-4 which made it illegal for parents to direct their own child’s sexual
development. Parents cannot ask, under this law, for help from
medical or spiritual advisors in matters pertaining to irreversible
choices their minor child may be making. Parents are told they must
stand back and watch aggressive sexual activists target and
proselytize children. Many in the teaching profession have
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succumbed to the lure of omniscience and fought to block parents
from guiding their own children.

 We have some brave Premiers in Canada who have begun to
acknowledge that parents ought to have a say in discussions
involving their children. Our Prime Minister says of these Premiers,
“Far-right political actors are trying to outdo themselves with the
types of cruelty and isolation they can inflict on these already
vulnerable people”.

 Really? Parents who refuse to abdicate to the state their
responsibility to raise their own children inflict “cruelty and isolation”
on them? Those Premiers seeking to protect parents’ rights are
inflicting “cruelty and isolation” on children? To prevent parental
cruelty, (the PM believes) parents must be stripped of their parental
authority and the state must be granted full authority to indoctrinate
children into detrimental lifestyles.

 How could any people believe that they have a right to subvert
parental authority and to steal children away from their parents? How
could they believe they have a right to indoctrinate children . . .
against the wishes of their parents?

 We must have one standard of right and truth as the foundation of
our laws. We were created by a loving Creator who knew what was
best and gave us both our freedoms and our responsibilities.

 Our freedoms . . . and our rights can only be maintained when we
stay within the boundaries set out by our Creator.

 It’s time for Canadians to look to our heritage; look to our foundation;
look to our God-given rights and responsibilities; and put an end to
the capricious laws that have sprung up since our rights were placed
under the purview of the Supreme Court of Canada rather than our
God and Creator.

 All other political parties seek to build security on the quicksands of
human opinion. CHP Canada will return this country to its solid,
unchanging foundation.”

Nobody in the comment section is going to read all of that (most
can’t read it)
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I read the whole thing and agree with the author. The “patients” are
taking over the asylum. The premieres should be prosecuted and
convicted and hung. (Why are you living in Canada? With your
attitude I think you should stay there.)

Why do you assume J Bill lives in Canada? Seems more like an
American troll, unwilling or unable to read what he criticizes for bulk.
The premiers are said to be (weakly) supportive of the parents. Why
do you think they should be hanged?

Unless you are recommending there not be a division between
Government and Religion, I think the rights-based laws you are
looking for, which naturally accrue to Humanity, are known as Natural
Law, and there is a large body of writing on this. IMO the term
“heritage” seems vague and it is vagueness that is exploited by
those who wish to impose Tyranny. I think the constitutions of all
nations probably need a LOT of work to incontrovertibly specify the
Rights of their citizens, including a Right To Truth which obviously is
missing.

I’m with Ruth concerning the whack jobs that were/are in the
positions they’re in.

This is supposed to be a movie, to expose the evil doers amongst
us. As soon as all these scenes of the show are complete. That’s
when we all can get together and start to rebuild all aspects of right
and wrong.

If Natural Law is in favour for Humanity as its core, then sure..
Natural Law is a good start.

The problem is no one follows or enforces our CONSTITUTION. The
penalty for violation must be DEATH !!!

It’s time for people everywhere to stop being fucking cowards and
make these motherfuckers literally disappear. This whole continent
has lots of land to make evil shitheads DISAPPEAR. 🤔�
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Do all these stories just sound like they’re from a book anymore, 😞
everyday I say to myself, anybody else?

 how much longer’how much longer, Before this movie’s over, are we
just going to watch our families just die off from the jab? And then we
die off after them, and then I’ll be part 2 of the movie.

nothing about whats happening right now on planet earth is fake so
therefore it most certainly isnt a movie. movies are fake. reality is
real.

Mornin Feds. I’m getting tired of kicking your 1 liner quip asses
around. I think today I’ll concentrate on inspiring the newbs and the
die hard patriots.

EdBob is off to a wonderful start with inspiring comments like “You
dumb fuck, there are a over a dozen school buses missing from the
Lehaniah area.”

Nah MB will raise the goal again to like $500k long before it even hits
350k

100% justified, we will never forget, NO AMNESTY!
 Any chance for a line of Real Raw News t-shirts?

Coffee mugs, perfect for members of the MB constant complainers
club [coffee clutch], also those wearing lipstick & kneepads.

“MB this – MB that – MB – MB – MB” LoL

100% cotton pocketed t-shirt, also
 Guinea Tee so when you tell you old lady to “STFU” for the third time

by giving her a backhand in mouth you can say: “compliments of
MB”.

In hillbilly land Speedway gas station, inside paying for fuel, getting
coffee, buddy working the pump.
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Female attendant yipped: “do you have rewards card”? Responded:
“no, don’t wish to participate”. Her yipping continue, trying to get me
to partake, then saying: “no thank-you”!

Still persistently yipping corporate script, said to her: “what do you
tell a woman with two black eyes”? Answered question for her
saying: “can’t tell her anything she was told twice already”.

Sounds like your wife wears the pants and you’re just a little cowed
weenie at home.

Believe it or not, could say, I have more juice than Tropicana, can go
anywhere, and do ‘almost’ anything.

Many experience uneasiness when I’m in their presence, with or
without my male companions.

They might as well wear a “I’m the most gullible person you’ll ever
meet” shirt

Maybe we should begin to see the recent plandemic from a more
universal side. It gave a lot of people an honourable excuse to exit
before the SHTF. It exposed the medical and pharma
establishments. It showed that the constitution is merely a piece of
paper if a rogue state within the state runs things. It changed a lot of
people’s lifestyles for the better and made them question the
narrative spun for us by MSM. It served to show people who they
really are (character test) in the face of possible death. Etc.

“Flimsy evidence” is the same what is “the true fact.” Vernacular, the
so called Intelligence Community folks and their tribes often use.

My fav howev stays “fuzzy math.” 😂😂

This is one way for those kind of ppl to wake up and not get the
death jab- make this kind of news public.. maybe just MAYBE they’ll
get scared. 😉
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It shouldn’t take an Einstein to figure out that this wasn’t flimsy
evidence and during wartime they were lucky to get a trial at all.

 We as a country are lucky to have people that will give out justice. To
have enough intelligence to not succumb to the “pos” weaponized
parasites when they start crying.

War implies someone is fighting back and that’s not happening. We
are in a genocide.

war time huh. proof? assuming youre correct when do your pos so
called white hats let the masses know someone is trying to murder
them?

The latter responsibility included listening to the muffled screams of
the five gagged and blindfolded physicians as they stood atop their
respective platforms begging for mercy. — Michael Baxter, RRN,
09/13/2023 —

I am rereading your article and laughing uncontrollably, because
these mfer’s were įnhümânę Dr’$! Question for MB: is it possible to
get their names and publish them here on RRN!?

Keep up the great werky!

Mike and Chris justify the illegal executions as:

“Isn’t it more fun to dream of this reality rather than your shitty life?
Also, donate more money.”

The 5 gallows did not “hasten sentencing”. Sentencing was done by
the court. The gallows, via the human operators, CARRIED OUT the
sentences. I suppose one could say, the multiple gallows hastened
“execution” of the criminals’ sentences.

 Well done, JAG!

How did humans lose the garden of Eden?
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It is not about the apple. That was probably an obedience test.
Humans lost the garden of Eden because reptilians and draco and
Annunaki or whatever else took over and runs earth in total secrecy
of who is who.

AI took over also or individuals using it to their own advantage.
Draco said to be the worst. Demons and Serpents said to live in vast
numbers underground and IDK but that’s trouble and so is fallen
angels, whatever that is.

Some reptilians might be acting good because they know what’s up
and would like to be a human one day. That would be when they die
and their soul might have a chance at it.

Don’t look under your bed or in the closet. Monsters lurk there too.

General Berger and General Smith along with the Gitmo Team have
a Tough Job to do, but they’re “On Target” with the Evidence
presented at Tribunal! Seems as though All of the “Freak Stater’s”
were “Just Following Order’s” which is B.S. because they All have
“Souls” that guide them between Right and Wrong! Knowingly Not
Taking The Vaccine Themselves because of its Danger’s and
Forcing it on Other’s is the Testimony of Cowards! Outstanding Job,
Gitmo Leader’s and Staff! Huge Salute!!

How many people did they kill will never be known. They lined their
pockets with money by forcing people to take a untested and lethal
vaccine.

They knew this Bio-Weapon was an effective Killer. Fauci and his
team of Murderers were working on this deadly cocktail since he was
installed as head of NIAID in 1984. Dr. David Martin Has all the
Patents and players attached to and with this Bio-Weapon. In early
2023 he detailed these facts to the EU Parliament. Were they
listening? NO! They imposed more sanctions and mandates against
the people, farmers, businesses.

 ,
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This genocide would have never got off the ground if not for these
greedy doctors. I have no compassion for this corrupt medical
system.

For the “do-gooders” “compassionate (?)” liberals/satanists that
speak against this deserved justice I say, removing these
perpretrators from the world is the only way to deny them the
possibility of again revisiting their demented lifestyles and regaining
ground – these “cultists” have been doing this for hundreds and
hundreds of years, WE SNOOZED AND ALMOST LOST, we were
ambivilent and accepting, and above all, GREEDY which is why
were are “right here” today. I pray for our good military and it’s
leaders, President Trump and PRAISE GOD for guiding us through
these terrible times.

Names and clinics they worked in. After all, all other executions
names are given, why should these be any different?

Giving out names would really change the ball game at this point.
Clintons etc are all covered by [DS] lookalikes, clones, CGI. Doctors,
not. And they will have a huge interaction with ordinary people. Is
“the Plan” ready for this? We know the public are waking up more
and more. Maui – everyone knows.

Giving out names would give up the game that MB is just making shit
up because there would be no record of those made up names
actually existing or working at any clinics anywhere

I agree publishing this list would be beneficial, after all, we have the
names of higher-ups, why are these minion criminals to have a free
pass, and the Deep State cannot have the resources to provide
clones and doubles for minions. This list would be a solid basis of
PROOF. RRN has found a way to protect itself from lawsuits
regarding the named higher-ups, why would this method not work
against the minions? Why should our life-insurance companies be
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paying out on deaths by capital punishment?
Personally I wish also the Color Lists of citizens the DS was going to
take to FEMA camps would also be published.

I hope we have all learned the lessons of Nuremberg. Because so
many monsters were allowed to live and were given “deals,” we are
in this situation today. The Nazis never went away. They were never
cleansed from this Earth. They were simply allowed to go into hiding
with the sanctions and funding of governments all over the world, so
they could regroup and to continue their plans for a fascist NWO.
And, now, we see them again as one faction of the evil cabal that’s
been in control for thousands of years. We’d best not make that
mistake again. ALL of the monsters on ALL levels need to face
justice for their part in crimes against humanity. They knew what they
were doing. I just hope we get to see justice soon, very soon.

Why only mention Nazis? Communists came before and after with
their atrocities. The CCP still organ harvests in big clinics. Is the
present so bad that you have to avoid it?

Because what happens in Hollywood stays in Hollywood, King John,
(except for when it’s spread to all of us through that little box in our
family rooms.)

and in addition, we may have to start reckoning with reptilian half-
breeds that definitely need exiting. If the soul has human qualities, it
still has the chance of reincarnating – in a properly human body. And
for those who say reincarnation is not compatible with Christianity, it
is. Deeply compatible. Just sidelined for hundreds of years, for both
bad and good reasons.

Wow, racist much? My son is a reptilian “half-breed” as you put it. Do
you want to “exit” him, Anne? You’d really kill an innocent 4-year-old
child just because of the color of his scales?
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I wonder what happens when these people mysteriously disappear
from their families and communities. I am it woukd be too impractical
and expensive to replace them with body doubles when they are not
even in public eye? So is the truth told to their families, are they put
under a secrecy/ gag order. What about when their relatives, friends
or colleagues start asking questions?

That is precisely why I read this for entertainment only. I tried to find
any information on the FEMA plane they supposedly shot down.
NOTHING! Like I said, until I have proof this site is for real, I read it
in hopes it is and imagine this really being justice. I honestly do not
tell anyone I read here. Not even my fellow Trump supporters.

You don’t find corroboration when it’s tip of the spear stuff. The earth
is round in 1850, fair enough, most people agree, you can look into it
yourself and it’s not very controversial. Earth is round in 1600, very
controversial and you might be burned alive in the town square like
Giordano Bruno. It’s largely eclectic, as was 9/11 Truth until it
became common sense more recently.

 Anyway:

1: What should happen right now if good people exist? Something
sort of like what is being described here, probably. You’re good =
good people exist = this is possible, even probable if good, honest
people have power. Do they? Who knows? But the narrative painted
makes sense with certain contingencies.

 2: How do psyops/psyop media usually work? No exposure,
complete diversionary and othering nonsense. Not a word about
satanism, eugenics, false flags, criminal government, government
corruption/pedophilia etc in other words. RRN is the exact opposite.
Not sure if I see the funcionality of a reverse psyop like that.

 3: Idiosyncracies are so diverse and detailed here that MB is either
an elite author, his source is or they are simply real descriptions.
Writing convincing dialog is the hardest part of being an author, only
rivaled by good character building. It is very hard to make each
character not sound exactly the same, IE as you yourself. And none
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of his really do. I expect much from the Derp State, but not creative
writing. They’e never dabbled in that before. Absurd writing, maybe,
but not creative. They don’t have empathy. Can’t do good wiriting
without empathy. All your characters will feel fake.

Anyways, read and think. Nothing else is relevant anyway. Absolute
truth is unattainable. Anyone who tries to sell you absolute truth is a
fraud. Accept approximations with an open, but skeptical mind and
move along.

Thats a very good point!!! I believe Michael’s writings are what brings
everyone back to his site. I know it is for me. And of course, that
justice is actually being served, helps the ones actually aware of all
the atrocities that has befallen on humanity for hundreds of years!!!

You dumb fuck, there are a over a dozen school buses missing from
the Lehaniah area. We know now hundreds of school children were
taken and may well have been the primary objective. Meanwhile, it’s
confirmed a 10 foot high wall of construction material has been
placed around the kill box. Additionally, we saw the U.S. military turn
their back on O’Biden’s motorcade, Jeb and Laura and Jr’s faces
turn to horror after being handed the envelope, a demented joke of a
leader sniff little girls and can’t complete a sentence fly a private jet
to the fake inauguration and of course, the 2 AM poll results flash
upwards by thousands of votes all at once, in all the critical states.

I could go on and on and on and on and on – MOUNTAINS of
evidence to support RRN releases are in fact, real. My own personal
Pensacola, FL experience revealing war time security levels at an
otherwise simple flight training base, and a general sense of missing
evil celebrities that is surreal. Maybe there has been a deep fake
youtube video posted here and there of Killary, but we all sense
she’s gone from this earth. It – is – dead. As are all the others. The
deep state is being picked apart every hour, every day. They are all
running for their lives and shootin up on every last drop of baby
blood they can before the party is called over. And the Feds! They
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are going to keep fightin and lyin as hard as they can because they
KNOW that there will be no bargaining from General Smith and
Trump. We have all we need intel wise, and so the only option those
ass clowns have left is to go all in on lobbing as many rocks as they
have left before the noose tightens around their wicked necks.

So if you want entertainment, go to the CIA News Network. You
won’t find entertainment here. The truth is a hard pill to swallow for
lib retarded fucks and paid Fed agents.

“War time security levels” at the base where they let in hundred s of
civilians a day to visit the museum.

Yep, that tracks.🙄

I love how you think that your “general sense of missing evil
celebrities” is evidence.

EdBoob, this really isn’t “kicking ass” as promised. It’s more like a
drunken rant. Better step up your game, pops.

You have to have faith all we have is God don’t you fill him all will be
shown to us at the end.

The official RRN narrative is everyone is paid off, threatened with
death, or so ashamed of their loved one that they keep quiet. The
practical details of these tactics are never explained.

I really don’t think most doctor’s have families. They are all
microchipped many times over starting in med school. They seem to
live in hospitals and underground them, the 22 levels nobody knows
about they all go down and run cities from, and happy working the
blood and loosh factories hospitals really were created for. If they do
have families on surface earth they can be gone a lot like military is
gone all the time. Their type of work isn’t like 9-5 and home to the
kids. They would all be controlled by the microchips. “I did nothing
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wrong. I was doing my job. I was following orders.” Basically means
they feel pleasure and pain but they are hopeless as far as a
conscious goes.

Who owns SUBWAY? I heard it was doctor’s wives. More deep
staters. It’s all about the money how they got into it. It’s anti garden
of eden food.

They probably offer them money to keep quite, then they sign a NDA
not to tell, or they make up a story. They might even make up a story
of their death to justify them missing. It’s easy to say a doctor
transferred, they do it often.

Good question, Jim. Since the arresting MP/soldiers usually try to
make the arrest when the Suspected Criminal is alone, family
members are unlikely to witness the arrest. Perhaps a family
therapist could best help family members deal with the initial and
temporary emotional trauma (possibly the lack of closure and/or
suspected abandonment by the missing member).

Eventually, the family may find out the truth from JAG, but the family
may not necessarily want to make it public due to the shame
involved. Even if older family members choose to withhold the truth
from young children, still, the kids might remember how crazy well-off
the family was before their M.D./nurse parent “left.” Kids grow up.
When they have pieces of life’s puzzles under their belt, the mystery
is solved (you reap what you sow).

“The first thing we do, let’s kill all the lawyers” is from Shakespeare’s
Henry VI, Part 2, Act IV, Scene 2.

Anton Chekhov once said, “Doctors are just the same as lawyers;
the only difference is that lawyers merely rob you, whereas doctors
rob you and kill you too.”

So we must infer that all doctors must be killed.
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There was an actual decrease in the death rate during a medical
strike in California some years ago….Nothing’s changed.

Antone Chekhov was a professional doctor.
 Where did you read this thesis? In what Chekhov’s story?

He was good at portraying the desperation of doctors, as I recall
from reading a few of his stories.

I believe since we know COVID was unleashed as a bio-weapon,
and we’re at war, these doctors were considered domestic enemies,
and as such, TRAITORS. Correct?

“…justified or not.” This is an odd, ambiguous conclusion which
leaves the reader supposing it may not have been justified.

Začátek má mé otázky... Viděl jsem jen velmi malou opozici vůči
důkazům JAG ze strany komentujících čtenářů RRN. Pokud by panu
Baxterovi stačilo zpochybnit jeho zdroje, pak to akceptuji, byla by to
spravedlivá otázka. Nebo možná má více informací, než uvedl.
Myslím, že může být obtížné nahlásit a komentovat.

Nedokážou si užít výplatu a nezachrání je jejich šéfové ds – kteří se
o ně vůbec nestarají.

 
 


